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Abstract. Most commonly, the differentiation of mathematics instruction is 

realized by working with mathematically gifted students. Traditionally this is 

as a part of mathematical sections, by preparing the students for mathematical 

competitions. However, we consider that it is going to be much more efficient 

if it is implemented continuously and following a specially prepared program 

for these students. For this purpose in this paper, we present the integral 

teaching program for working with gifted students in Grade VII (Grade VI) in 

the nine-year long (eight-year long) primary education. This teaching program 

is an upgrade of the corresponding teaching programs for the given grades, 

developed by the same authors. Alongside, almost the complete teaching 

program is supplemented by a system of tasks for particular topics (solved and 

unsolved), given in [10] – [19].  

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Most often, studying creativity, giftedness and talent comes down to defining 

them and creating instruments for recognizing and identifying talented and 

gifted children. In this paper, we are not going to analyze these questions, 

because they are already analyzed in the existing literature, such as in [1], [2], 

and [20]. Additionally, the gifted students and their education, i.e. the methods 

and forms of work with the gifted students are another important aspect in the 

work with these students. The existing literature also analyzes these questions, 

and integral programs for work with gifted students in mathematics, aged 7 -11, 

are presented in [3] –[5].  

Systems of tasks from different areas are also present in the previously 

mentioned works and they can serve for work with the mathematically gifted 

students aged 7 to 11. These systems of tasks are compiled in the frames of the 

European MATHEU project, in which they are overambitiously called didactic 

pillars. We can say that the use of particular systems of tasks when working 

with the mathematically gifted students is used by several authors many years 

prior to the realization of the MATHEU project. For example, such a system of 

tasks is presented in [6], which is smaller in volume and it is intended for 

acquisition of the scientific methods by the mathematically gifted students.  
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In the following analysis, we are going to present an integral teaching 

program for work with mathematically gifted students aged 12-13, and for the 

topic Theory of numbers, we are going to present a system of tasks, which we 

believe will serve when working with the mathematically gifted students. 

 

 

2. PROGRAM FOR WORKING WITH MATHEMATICALLY  

GIFTED STUDENTS AGED 12-13 
 

Integral teaching programs when working with mathematically gifted 

students in the initial education, i.e. ages 7 -11 are presented in [3] – [5]. This 

part will also cover it in terms of work with students aged 12-13, i.e. with 

students from seventh (sixth) grade in the nine-year(eight) long primary 

education. In the preparation of this program, as well as in the preparation of the 

previous programs, we implemented experiences from the work with 

mathematically gifted students from several countries, the ones coming from the 

Russian Federation, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Macedonia being the most prominent. 

The goals of the teaching program for students aged 12-13 are the following: 

- The students understand the term fraction, do the operations with 

fractions and use them when solving tasks, 

- The students represent values in terms of percentages and use percent 

operations, 

- The students understand the need for the introduction of negative 

numbers and generating the set of integers, as well as to acquire the term 

absolute value and learn the arithmetic operations in the set of integers, 

- The students understand the construction of the set of rational numbers 

and to learn the arithmetic operations and their properties in the set of 

rational numbers, 

- The students solve equations with one variable and use them when 

solving a word problem tasks, 

- The students understand the term mapping, and use axial and central 

symmetry to map figures,  

- The students distinct axial and central symmetric figures as well as to 

determine the axis of symmetry and center of symmetry of figures   

- The students understand the characteristics of the triangle and quadrangle, 

their properties and classification, 

- The students calculate the perimeter of triangles and quadrangles, 

- The students understand the relation of congruent triangles and use the 

attribute of congruence in simple tasks, 

- The students understand the need for proving a theorem and are able to 

prove some theorems, 

- The students are able to solve logical tasks, 
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- The students learn the basic combinatory principles and combinatory 

configurations in an informal way, 

- The students are able to solve tasks with coloring, covering and cutting 

figures into simpler figures, and creating a new figure from the cut pieces, 

- The students use the method of invariants (in an informal way), 

- Develop the qualities of thinking, such as: elasticity, pattern-making, 

depth, rationalization, and critical thinking, 

- The students learn in an informal way the scientific methods: observation, 

comparison, experiment, analysis, synthesis, and the axiomatic method 

- The students learn in an informal way the types of conclusion-making: 

induction, deduction, and analogy, while presenting suitable examples 

from which the students will learn that analogy based conclusion is not 

always correct. 

The following content needs to be learned to achieve the previously mentioned 

goals: 

Topic I. Integers and rational numbers: direction, positive and negative 

numbers, additive inverses, set of integers, absolute value and comparing 

integers, fractions, types of fractions, extending and reducing fractions, creating 

common denominators for the fractions and comparing fractions, arithmetic 

operations with fractions (additions, subtraction, multiplication and division), 

complex fractions, order of the arithmetic operations and calculating the value 

of a numerical expression, percentages: concept for percent and percent value, 

transforming a decimal number into percent, as well as a percent in the form of 

a fraction and a decimal number, the set of rational numbers, absolute value of a 

rational number and comparing rational numbers, arithmetic operations with 

rational numbers (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) and their 

properties, calculating the value of a numerical expression with rational 

numbers, solving linear equations containing rational numbers, exponentiation 

with a natural number as an exponent, operations with exponents.  

Topic II. Theory of numbers: general and specific indicators for 

divisiveness (divisiveness with 7, 8, and 11), numeric systems, greatest common 

divisor, Euclid’s algorithm and lowest common multiplier, prime and composite 

numbers, Eratosthenes sieve, infinity of the set of prime numbers, basic 

arithmetic theory, elementary Diophantine equations. 

Topic III. Word problem tasks: tasks with numbers and numerals, tasks 

with measure numbers, tasks with percentages, and tasks involving money.  

Topic IV. Geometry: mapping, definition and basic properties, axial 

symmetry, definition and basic properties, mapping figures by axial symmetry, 

axisymmetric figures, line segment bisection, angle bisection and its properties, 

perpendicular lines, distance from point to plane, central symmetrical figures, 

triangle: elements of a triangle and types of a triangle, altitude of a triangle and 

orthocenter of a triangle, median of a triangle and a triangle centre, bisection of 

a side of a triangle and a center of a excircle of a triangle, bisection of an angle 

of a triangle and a center of an incircle of a triangle, circumscribed circles of a 
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triangle, tangent of a circle, congruent figures, congruent triangles, indicators 

for congruent triangles: the indicator side-angle-side (SAS), the indicator angle-

side-angle (ASA) and the indicator side-side-side(SSS), properties of an 

isosceles triangle, parallel lines, parallel postulate, transversal of parallel lines, 

angles of a transversal, angles with parallel sides and angles with normal sides, 

sum of interior angles of a triangles and sum of exterior angles of a triangle, 

median of a triangle, relation between sides and angles of a triangle, basic 

constructive tasks, construction of a tangent of a circle and construction of a 

triangle with given elements, elements of a quadrangular, sum of angles in a 

quadrangular, quadrangular types, parallelogram, parallelogram properties, 

rhombus and square, trapezoid, elements of a trapezoid and its properties, 

isosceles trapezoid and kite, construction of a quadrangular with given elements, 

perimeter of a quadrangular: parallelogram, trapezoid and kite, concept of area, 

area of a triangle and a quadrangular, concept for volume, volume of a square 

and a cuboid. 

Topic V. Sets, logic and combinatorics: sets, number of elements of a set, 

operations with a set, Venn diagram, determining a set in given conditions, 

logical tasks, games and strategies, Dirichlet’s principle (intuitive use), counting 

and recounting by using the principles of sum, difference and product (intuitive 

use), coloring, covering and cutting, elementary games and strategies.  

 

 

3. AN EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM OF TASKS FOR WORKING WITH 

MATHEMATICALLY GIFTED STUDENTS AGED 12-13 

 

Similarly, as the programs presented in [3], [4] and [5], for the realization of 

the suggested program for working with mathematically gifted students aged 

12-13, we must prepare adequate teaching aids, i.e. textbooks that will be 

mandatorily supplemented by adequate collections of tasks. Further on, we are 

going to give an example of a system of tasks for this age group on the topic of 

the Theory of numbers.  

 

Task 1. What is the sum of all five-digit numbers created with the digits 

1,2,3,4 and 5, each digit occurring exactly once?  

Task 2. Between the digits of any two-digit number written with the same 

digits insert two zeroes. The new number is exactly 91 times greater than the 

initial number. Prove! 

Task 3. Two numbers act like 19 : 8. If the sum of these numbers is divided 

by their difference, we get a quotient of 2 and a remainder of 20. What are these 

numbers?  

Task 4. Let , , ,a b c d  be different digits and each of them be a prime number. 

Write all 10ab cd  divisible by 264.  

Task 5. On 3 cards, Marko wrote 6 different numbers, 

one on each side of the cards. The sum of the two 
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numbers written on each of the cards is equal. Marko set the cards in such a way 

that only three numbers can be seen, as on the image on the right. We know that 

the hidden numbers are prime numbers. Find the hidden numbers. 

Task 6. Determine a two-digit number such that the sum of the number and 

the number written with the same digits in a reverse order is a square of a 

natural number. 

Task 7. Let T be a three-digit number. A new three-digit number is formed 

by switching the position of the last two digits. Their sum is a four-digit number 

which begins with 195. Determine all such three-digit numbers. 

Task 8. The first row of a table with three columns contains the numbers 

,a b  and .c  The second row below contains the numbers 1 ,a a b   1b b c   

and 1 .c c a   Analogously, the third row contains 2 1 1 2 1 1,a a b b b c     and 

2 1 1c c a  , etc. Find the greatest possible number in the order in which the 

number 2013 can occur in an adequate choice of the starting numbers. 

Task 9. Determine the four-digit number xyzt  for which the following is 

satisfied:  

4 2 2018xyzt yzt zt     . 

Task 10. Instead of a  and b  use such digits so that the number 4 1a b  is 

divisible by 12.  

Task 11. When dividing the number 125n  with the number 19 there is a 

remainder of 7. Calculate the remainder when dividing the number n  by 19.  

Task 12. Find the numbers ,x y  so that the number 74x y  is divisible by15 . 

Task 13. Determine the digits a  and b  so that the number 783a b  is 

divisible by 56.  

Task 14. Let ( )S n  be sum of the digits of the natural number n . Is there 

exist a natural number for which the following applies?  

а) 2( ) ( ) 2008S k S k  ,       

b) 2( ) ( ) 2009S k S k  .  

Task 15. The product of two natural numbers is 384, and their lowest 

common multiplier is 48. Determine the numbers.  

Task 16. Find the greatest four-digit number for which when divided by 3, 4, 

5, 6, and 7, the remainder is 2.  

Task 17. Determine all three-digits natural numbers for which when divided 

by 7 the remainder is 2, when divided by 9 the remainder is 4, and when divided 

by 12 the remainder is 7.  

Task 18. The number 333 express as a product of two numbers so that each 

of the multipliers is smaller than 10.  

Task 19. The difference between a two-digit number and the number written 

with the same digits but in reverse order is 45. The sum of these numbers is an 
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exact square of a natural number. List all two-digit numbers that have these 

properties.  

Task 20. Determine the integers ,a b  and the prime number p  so that 

| | 4022ab p  .  

Task 21. The product of two three-digit numbers is written with only several 

threes. What are the numbers?  

Task 22. If p  is a prime number, prove that  

а) 3 1987p   is a composite number,    

b) 1987 1987p   is a composite number.  

Task 23. Calculate all natural numbers n  so that the numbers 3 4n  , 4 5n  

and 5 3n  are prime numbers. 

Task 24. Calculate all prime numbers p  for which the following 

inequations are true: 3 5 2
16 7p
  .  

Task 25. Calculate all prime numbers p  so that  

665 5 997
1993 1994p

  . 

Task 26. Calculate all prime numbers ,p q  and r  so that  

2 3 4 2022p q r   . 

Task 27. A natural number n , when divided by 3, has a remainder a , when 

divided by 6, it has a remainder b , and when divided by 9, it has a remainder c

. We know that 15a b c   . Calculate the remainder, when the number n  is 

divided by 18.  

Task 28. What are the natural numbers a  and b  for which the following 

applies  

NZD( , ) 8a b   and NZS( , ) 168a b  . 

Task 29. Are there exist natural numbers x  and y  so that  

NZD( , ) NZD( 1, 1)x y x y x y     ? 

Task 30. The houses from the left side of the street are numerated with odd 

numbers, and the houses on the right side of the street are numerated with even 

numbers. The sum of all house numbers on one side is 1309, and on the other is 

2162. How many houses are there on this street?  

Task 31. Calculate all integers n  for which 4
3 2
n
n



 is an integer.  

Task 32. Calculate all pairs of integers ( , )a b  for which the following 

applies 4 5
2

b
b

a 


 .  

Task 33. Solve the equation in the set of integers.  

10 16 5 2006.xy x y    

Task 34. Solve the equation in the set of natural numbers  
1 1 1 1
ab bc ca
   . 
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Task 35. Determine all natural numbers , , , ,a b c d e  so that 2 a b  

c d e   and  
1 1 1 1 1 1
a b c d e
     . 

Task 36. Calculate the three-digit number that is divisible by 9, whose digit 

for tens is for 4 smaller than the digit of the ones, and the product of its digits is 

equal to 0.  

Task 37. Let n  be a natural number greater than 1. Prove that the value of 

the fraction 10 8
36

n  is an integer.  

Task 38. Determine the smallest natural number which when multiplied by 2 

becomes the square of a natural number, and when multiplied by 3 becomes the 

cub of another natural number.  

Task 39. Write the number 431322  in base 10 system.  

Task 40. Write the number 115 19а  in base 10 system.  

Task 41. Find a natural number b  so that in a b base system, the number 

792 is divisible by 297.  

Task 42. Write the tables for addition and subtraction of nonnegative 

integers smaller than the base of the base 8 numeral system.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

 

In the previous analysis, we discussed only the work with gifted 

students in math in seventh (sixth) grade in the nine-year long (eight-year 

long) education. We need to emphasize that the work with the gifted 

students in math should be part of the differentiation of the instruction, 

and:  

- The work with the gifted students, especially the students gifted in 

math, should not only be a declarative effort of the responsible 

institutions, which according to the practice thus far consider that 

for its realization it is sufficient to give accreditations for orga-

nizing competitions and say that it should be done by the teacher in 

the programs,  

- A special teaching program should be developed for each age 

group, such as the program that is contained in this paper, and it 

needs to be carried out in the course of the whole school year, not 

right before the math competitions, which is the case in the current 

practice. 

- Adequate didactic materials will be prepared for the realization of 

the program for work with gifted students, supported by the respon-
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sible institutions, which as far as we know is not the case in any 

country of our immediate surroundings.  
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